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This postcard is a companion piece to the Radical Empathy in Archival Practice 

poster created by Gracen Brilmyer for the Journal of Critical Ubrary and Information 

Science ljCLJS) special issue on the topic.Applying Michelle Caswell and Marika 

Cifor's framework of radical empathy to archival practice allows us to critically 

and consciously shift power relations and prioritize the relationships archivists 

have with archival creators, donors, subjects, communities, and each other. 

As a way to reflect on relationship building, consider the various archival 

relationships in which you find yourself. Please pair the front of this postcard with 

the relationship that you think the graphic illustrates.You can also write in and 

create your own relationships around radical empathy in the archives. Feel free to 

mail this postcard out to someone as well. 

For more information visit: 

https://bit.ly/radical-empathy-issue 
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